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System Replacement in 2020
### Former JASDEC System
- JASDEC had constructed its systems individually for each asset class
- Functions, data formats and technologies were individually optimized for each system

### Outline of System Replacement in 2020 (JASDEC 2020 Project)

#### Restructuring of Settlement System for Equities
- Apply open architecture to the settlement system for equities
- Standardize functions and data formats of the settlement system for equities looking ahead to the standardization of all settlement systems

#### Centralization of Master Data Management
- Standardize and centralize the master data management that was processed on individual systems

#### Standardization of System Infrastructure
- Standardize and integrate the system infrastructures that had been constructed for individual systems

#### Next Generation System
- Actively promote further standardization and Straight Through Processing (STP)
- Optimize the system configuration
c.f. History of dematerialization

Dematerialization of Corporate Bonds, Municipal bonds, Agency bonds, Samurai bonds etc.

Dematerialization of Commercial Paper

Dematerialization of Investment Trusts

Dematerialization of Stocks

JASDEC launched depository service

JASDEC, Inc. Established

JASDEC founded as a non-profit foundation
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Backup office and Backup system center
JASDEC Group has established an Osaka office to continue operations, provide information on the status of its operations, and respond to inquiries from outside even in the event that the Group main office becomes inoperable or inaccessible due to the disruption of social infrastructure such as electric power supply, communications, and transportation.
Report on Pilot Test of DLT Information Sharing Platform in the Field of Securities Post-Trade (Project Name: B-POST)
1. Project Background, Objectives, and Implementation

2. Review of Use Cases - "Resolution of non-compatibility of fund distribution networks"

3. Future Vision for Operations and IT System in Securities Post-Trade